
 
 
WSBE-TV Quarterly Issues & Programs List 
January – March 2020 
 
 
The Rhode Island PBS Foundation has determined that the following issues were of importance 
to the Rhode Island community during the past three months, and has broadcast the following 
programming to address those issues. 
 
 

QPTR Category:  Arts 
 
doubleFEATURE: Presented by RI International Film Festival, Thurs at 8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
This one-hour series showcases the art of the short film and the artists who create them. Each 
week, doubleFEATURE presents award-winning short films that have made their world 
premiere or been screened at a recent Rhode Island International Film Festival (RIIFF). In 
addition, between the short films, RIIFF Executive Director George T. Marshall, director of the 
RI Film and Television Office Steven Feinberg, and independent filmmaker and RIIFF Program 
Director Shawn Quirk interview filmmakers and industry professionals behind the camera lens. 
 
NetWorks #601, Friday 1/31/2020 at 8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
Since 2008, a unique Rhode Island arts project has proliferated through collaboration between 
two friends, one an art collector and the other an artist. "NetWorks" was created to document, 
celebrate, and foster the richly creative and diverse Rhode Island artistic community. Episodes 
feature any one of at least a dozen local artists, profiled in their studios or preferred work spaces, 
as they describe in their own words what inspires them. 
 
Waterfire: Art & Soul of a City, Saturday, 3/14/2020 at noon, 60 minutes. 
The locally produced film looks at the unique and living art installation of a series of wood-
burning braziers in the center of the canal, and set ablaze after sunset in Providence, RI. The 
documentary shows the preparation by dozens of volunteers, and shares the artist’s past and 
future vision for an event that attracts hundreds of thousands of visitors from around the state, 
the country, and the world.   
 

QPTR Category:  Culture/Immigrant Experience 
 
America Reframed: Councilwoman, Friday, 3/27/2020 at 8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
Councilwoman Carmen Castillo, an immigrant from the Dominican Republic, has been an 
integral part of the Rhode Island community for more than twenty years. During the day, she 
works as a full-time housekeeper at the Omni Hotel in Providence. She was elected a member of 
the Providence City Council since 2010, representing the neighborhoods of Elmwood and South 
Elmwood. Before she was elected, Carmen was advocating for the rights of immigrants, workers, 
and women leading a movement to have the state’s minimum wage increased to $15 per hour. 
Castillo’s story is one of inspiration and empowerment. 



 

Island of My Dreams/Ilha Dos Meus Sonhos, 1/3/2020 at 8:00 pm, 60 mins. 
Ricardo Rebelo, an Azorean immigrant, local filmmaker, and instructor of TV and film courses 
at Bristol Community College, captures the untold stories of Portuguese emigration to the local 
area.  The film also explores how Portuguese immigrants have maintained the culture of their 
homeland here. 
 
Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish, weekly Monday through Friday at 3:30 am, 30 minutes 
The series teaches speaking, listening, and comprehension skills in Spanish. This telenovela, or 
Spanish soap opera, immerses students in everyday situations with native speakers and 
introduces the cultures, accents, and dialects of Mexico, Spain, Argentina, and Puerto Rico. 
Featuring closed captioning in Spanish, students develop an understanding of Spanish and an 
appreciation of many Hispanic cultures as they become absorbed in the mysterious and 
entertaining story. 

 
QPTR Category:  Education 

 
School Talk, Sundays at 10:00 am, 30 minutes 
Produced at Bridgewater State College in nearby Massachusetts, this is a talk show featuring 
experts and recognized leaders, dedicated to covering contemporary issues related to education.  
The show often includes topics about, and guests from, the Rhode Island education system.  
 
Tax Forum 2019, Friday, 2/14 at 8 pm, 30 minutes 
Tax Forum 2019 touches on a variety of useful tax topics, from the new Form 1040-SR for 
taxpayers 65 years of age and older, and Rhode Island’s new taxpayer portal, to retroactive tax 
benefits that many taxpayers may be able to use. Moderator John C. Ayers, Chairman of the 
Board of Directors at RI Society of Certified Public Accountants (RISCPA), leads the 
informative conversation about tax law updates, tips and planning strategies in this year’s half-
hour program. Gregory Porcaro, CPA at Otrando, Porcaro & Associates, and Patricia Thompson, 
CPA at Piccerelli, Gilstein & Company, LLP, join Ayers in the discussion. 

High School Quiz Show Rhode Island, 7 consecutive Sundays at 1:30 pm, 30 minutes, 2/9/20 – 
3/15/20 
High School Quiz Show: Rhode Island® is a team-based single-elimination competition among 
qualifying high schools in Rhode Island. High School Quiz Show: Rhode Island invites academic 
excellence and collegial competition in pursuit of scholastic achievement and recognition. 
Returning as host for a second season of High School Quiz Show: Rhode Island® is Joseph 
Short of Boston, Massachusetts, and Providence, Rhode Island.  
 

QPTR Category: Environmental Science and Ecology 
 
URI Today #106; Napatree Point - URI’s Outdoor Classroom, 2/21/20, 8:30 pm, 30 minutes 
URI’s outdoor classroom travels to Napatree Point Conservation Area in Westerly, RI, to 
conduct studies on everything from dune grass plantings and horseshoe crab tagging to weekly 
water quality sampling. 
 
URI Today #107; Inner Space, Saturday, 2/29/20 at 11:00 pm, 30 minutes 



 

From updates on local exploration to the latest news about the expedition to the Northwest 
Passage, the episode features the crew and staff of scientists, oceanographers, and graduate and 
undergraduate students at the University of Rhode Island's Inner Space Center. 
 

QPTR Category:  Farming 
 
The Missing Chapter, Friday, 2/14/20 at 8:30 pm, 30 minutes 
The documentary features narratives of 18th Century tenant farmers during the crucial period 
often overlooked in history: the period after the American Revolution and before the sweeping 
changes brought by the Industrial Revolution. Filmed on location at the historic Coggeshall Farm 
Museum in Bristol, Rhode Island. 
 
Harvesting Rhode Island #306, Garman Farm & Young Farm, Saturday, 1/4/2020 at 2 pm, 30 
minutes 
The declared mission of Harvesting Rhode Island - now in its third year of production - is to 
raise public awareness about the diverse and thriving farm culture in the Ocean State. The 
documentary series brings viewers on location so they can see the farms and listen to the farmers' 
stories.  
 
Harvesting Rhode Island #303, Wright’s Dairy Farm & Emma Acres, Saturday, 1/4/2020 at 
2:30 pm, 30 minutes 
The declared mission of Harvesting Rhode Island - now in its third year of production - is to 
raise public awareness about the diverse and thriving farm culture in the Ocean State. The 
documentary series brings viewers on location so they can see the farms and listen to the farmers' 
stories.  
 

QPTR Category:  Industry 
 
Carved from Stone: Legacy of a Granite Town, Friday, 1/24/2020 at 8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
Westerly granite is the "gold standard," luring hundreds of blacksmiths, carvers, stonemasons, 
and other craftsmen from Europe to ply their artistry, each contributing to the reputation of the 
beauty of the work and the durability of the stone. Photos, interviews, and rare archival film 
footage of workers at the quarry from around 1920 paint a vivid portrait of the hard work of the 
granite industry that thrived in Westerly from the late 1800s to the early 1900s. Viewers will also 
travel to Gettysburg, where more than 70 monuments were built of Westerly granite, and on to 
Woodlawn Cemetery in New York, which boasts more than 30 Westerly granite mausoleums, 
statues, and other beautiful monuments. 
 

QPTR Category:  Media and Public Policy 
 
Story in the Public Square, Sundays at 11:00 am, 30 minutes 
Each week, the executive director of the Pell Center of Public Policy at Salve Regina University 
in partnership with The Providence Journal interviews contemporary print, screen, music, and 
other storytellers about their creative process and explores how their stories impact public 
understanding and policy. 
 



 

QPTR Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
 
In Another Opinion, second and fourth Sundays of the month, 30 minutes at 10:30 am, 30 
minutes 
Peter Wells, publisher and editor of the Providence American newspaper, hosts the public affairs 
program addressing key local issues and national headlines that impact Rhode Island's 
communities of color.  

 
QPTR Category:  National Politics/Government 

 
White House Chronicle, Fridays at 7:30 pm, 30 minutes 
Filmed at the Rhode Island PBS studios,hHosts Llewellyn King and Linda Gasparello bring 
news analysis and political commentary about the week’s headlines to a national audience, and 
do it with a sense of humor.  

 
QPTR Category:  Native Americans/Indigenous People  

 
Woven in Time: The Narragansett Salt Pond Preserve, Friday, 1/10/2020 at 8:00 pm, 60 mins.  
The documentary focuses on the only surviving and recently preserved pre-contact (1100-
1400) Native American village on the New England coast.  Uncovering this village could lead to 
a shared stewardship for this beautiful and bountiful territory of marshes, ponds, oceans and 
forests.  
 
Stories in Stone, Friday, 3/20/2020 at 8:30 pm, 30 minutes 
This documentary chronicles the stories of Narragansett Tribal stonemasons who, for more than 
400 years, built many of the stone walls that wind through the woods of southern New England. 
Interspersing footage that captures the beauty of these walls and interviews with tribal elders and 
members of two prominent Narragansett mason families, the filmmakers weave a story that is at 
once poetic and inspirational. STORIES IN STONE is a story of love, love of place, heritage and 
family, and a tale that demonstrates how a craft, initiated at the point of European contact, has 
come to serve as a strategy for resiliency and resistance. 

 
QPTR Category:  Political Affairs/ Government 

 
A Lively Experiment 
Three guest panelists debate and discuss current events and topics of local importance in this 
weekly political affairs program. Moderated by award-winning journalist and investigative 
reporter Jim Hummel, the revolving panel of guests includes news reporters and newsmakers, 
opinion leaders and academics, political analysts and politicians. 
 
1/3/20 PANEL: Steph Machado, Reporter - WPRI; Scott MacKay, Political Analyst - The 
Public’s Radio; Patrick Anderson, Reporter - The Providence Journal TOPICS: General 
Assembly – budget, IGT contract, gun legislation, regional gas tax; Cannabis legislation; Census 
implications; Providence City Hall – Mayor Alorza considering a gubernatorial run in 2022. 
 



 

1/10/20 PANEL: Joe Shekarchi, House Majority Leader; Blake Filippi, House Minority Leader; 
Michael McCaffrey, Senate Majority Leader; Dennis Algiere, Senate Minority Leader TOPICS: 
Budget; Marijuana (legalization and legislation concerning dispensaries and regulations); 
Gun control; IGT/Twin River; Education - statewide, Providence, and a new funding formula on 
the horizon; Overspending by the administration departments; The Veterans Home 
 
1/17/20 PANEL: Mike Marcello, Former State Representative; Lisa Pelosi, Republican 
Strategist; Brandon Bell, Former Chairman, RI Republican Party TOPICS: Proposed $10.2B 
Budget; Legalizing marijuana; Impeachment hearings  
 
1/24/20 PANEL: Patricia Morgan, Former State Representative; Bill Bartholomew, Producer 
Bartholomewtown Podcast; Bob Walsh, Executive Director, National Education Assoc. RI 
TOPICS: Speaker cancels audit of the Rhode Island Convention Center with threat of lawsuit; 
Continued fallout/reaction from the Governor’s budget; Gun Control legislation; Cannabis  
 
1/31/20 PANEL: Tim White, Target 12 Investigative Reporter; Lee Ann Sennick, National 
Committeewoman - RI Republican Party; Bill Lynch, Former Chairman - RI Democratic Party 
TOPICS:Speaker Mattiello – controversial audit heats up; New Superintendent of Providence 
Schools; Rhode Island Veterans Home; Impeachment  
 
2/14/20 PANEL: Cyd McKenna, Executive Director - RI Democratic Party; Sue Cienki, 
Chairwoman - RI Republican Party; Pat Ford, Chairman - Libertarian Party of RI TOPICS: 
Providence Mayor state of the city speech – omits Providence schools; Witnesses are brought in 
for Grand Jury investigation of RI Convention Center audit; State budget; Three political parties 
discuss strategy and local races leading up to primary. 
 
2/21/20 PANEL: Dan McGowan, Reporter - Boston Globe; Eva Mancuso, Attorney and Former 
Prosecutor; Don Roach, Political Contributor TOPICS: Governor Raimondo backs Presidential 
candidate Michael Bloomberg; 38 Studios; Rhode Island Convention Center Probe; Education 
Commissioner arrives  
 
2/28/20 PANEL: Dan Reilly, Former State Representative; Rob Horowitz, Political Strategist; 
Maureen Moakley, Political Science Professor TOPICS: Speaker Mattiello’s House seat faces a 
challenge by Barbara-Ann Fenton-Fung; Convention Center records under scrutiny; RI tax rate 
increase revisited; Biden’s bid as Democratic presidential hopeful hinges on South Carolina 
 
3/6/20 PANEL: Ian Donnis, Political Reporter - The Public’s Radio; Steph Machado, Reporter - 
WPRI; Ed Fitzpatrick, Reporter - The Boston Globe TOPICS: Gov. Raimondo introduces new 
measures to combat coronavirus; Joe Biden goes from underdog to frontrunner in Democratic 
presidential race; A new round of subpoenas in Mattiello audit probe; Substitute teacher shortage 
 
3/13/20 PANEL: Wendy Schiller, Political Science Professor - Brown University; Brandon Bell, 
Former Chairman - RI Republican Party; Dave Layman, Corporate Communications Consultant 
TOPICS: Coronavirus shuts down colleges, universities and sporting events; Biden and Sanders 
in the Democratic Presidential race 
 



 

3/20/20 Encore Episode (temporary production shut down begins for COVID-19 quarantine) 
3/29/2020 Encore Episode PANEL: Jim Hagan – Moderator; Bob Walsh - Executive Director, 
National Education Association; Maureen Moakley - Political Science Professor, URI; Denise 
Aiken - Former Democratic State Representative; Bernard Jackvony - former RI Lt. Governor 
 

QPTR Category:  Recreation/Leisure/Sports 
Weekends with Yankee, Wednesdays at 10:00 pm on Learn, 30 minutes 
WEEKENDS WITH YANKEE is a travel and lifestyle series named for the long-running 
publication. With New England among the nation's top tourist destinations, the magazine-style 
program takes viewers on an insider's exploration of the cities, countryside locales and far-flung 
places in the quaint and scenic region.  

 
QPTR Category:  Rhode Island 

 
Original Food Truck, Haven Brothers: Legacy of an American Diner, Friday, 1/18/2020 at 
8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
The Haven Brother Diner is a late night lunch cart serving patrons in Providence, Rhode Island 
for more than 120 years.  It is the oldest operating diner on wheels. 
 
The Station Nightclub: A Life and Lyrics Special, Friday, 2/7/20 at 8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
In Life and Lyrics, show creator Lisa Purcell hosts interviews with Rhode Islanders as they tell 
why a song, a lyric, or perhaps a musician or band holds special meaning to them.  This special 
edition marks the 15th anniversary of the Station nightclub fire, honoring the victims, survivors, 
first responders, government officials, and volunteers. Lisa interviews former Rhode Island 
Governor Donald Carcieri and his wife Sue; NBC-10 WJAR anchor Gene Valicenti; survivor 
and president of The Station Memorial Park Foundation Gina Russo; Warwick's Kent Hospital 
surgeon Candace Dyer, MD; former Chief Deputy State Fire Marshall Mike Di Mascolo; and 
Dave Kane, father of the youngest fire victim, 18 year-old Nick O'Neill.  Part of the special was 
shot on location at newly dedicated The Station Memorial Park in West Warwick, site of the 
nightclub. 
 
Saving One Bay Street, Saturday, 2/29/20 at 11:30 pm, 30 minutes  
The rescue and restoration of an endangered building located at Watch Hill in Westerly, Rhode 
Island is documented.  The preservation effort of this historical and locally significant building, 
Lanphear Livery circa 1887, spanned five years and cost some $6 million. 

 
Our Town: Scituate, Wednesday, 3/4/20 at 7:30 pm, 120 minutes 
Scituate is featured in this community project series wherein neighbors become filmmakers and 
tell the stories of their Rhode Island town.  Part fund-raiser, part community builder, part 
historical and cultural documentary, and part "day-in-the-life" video scrapbook, Scituate 
residents share local legends, historical happenings, and backyard secrets - untold or 
uncelebrated stories that capture the essence of the town. 

 
QPTR Category:  Transportation 

 
The Newport Bridge: A Rhode Island Icon, Wednesday, 1/1/2020 at 7:30 pm, 2 hours 



 

Three decades to plan and three years to build, the iconic Newport Bridge marked its 50th 
anniversary in 2019. At the time it opened in 1969, the bridge was celebrated as a major 
commercial breakthrough and a marvel of human engineering. But decades of social and political 
conflict nearly prevented the span from ever becoming a reality.  

QPTR Category:  War/National Security/Veterans 
 
Uncle Jack: The Manhattan Project and Beyond, Saturday, 3/07/20 at 8:00 pm, 60 minutes 
The Manhattan Project in World War II was an enormous undertaking that required the efforts of 
many of the world's most brilliant scientists. Thousands of physicists, mathematicians, and 
engineers were recruited to design, build, and test the world's first atomic weapon. One of those 
assigned to the project was John Edmund Gray, uncle of the film's producer, Tim Gray. 
Regarded as a pioneer in the field of nuclear energy, John Gray was also front and center as that 
power evolved from wartime use to peacetime adaptation. 

 
QPTR Category:  Youth 

 
Teenage Critic, Saturdays at 11:30 am, 30 minutes 
Local teens explore art and culture each week by visiting historical sights, talking to creative 
people, eating cultural food, and having fun along the way. In production since 2010, 
Confessions of a Teenage Critic (aka Teenage Critic) features teenage co-hosts, as well as 
teenagers working behind the scenes as production assistants, camera operators, and editors. 
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